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Introduction

The Wave of Change



The great arc of ebooks on the web

Starting about 2008, software developers 
and publishing enthusiasts embraced a 
vision for books reinvented for the web. 

Interactive, accessible, deeply interlinked. 
A world of HTTP, JSON, REST, OPDS. 



The vision

• Barriers to authoring texts would be reduced
• Production and distribution costs lowered 
• New models of content would emerge 
• Markets would form around new texts 
• Hmm. Problem with “bounding” texts



Startups bloomed

• Authoring, publishing, distribution tools
• New infrastructure hosting platforms emerged
• Early-stage AI experiments (recommending)
• Most sought investments, J.V.s, or partnerships 
• Not seeking to be the next major trade house 
• Did not self-identify as traditional publishers



Swan song by 2013

• By 5 years, obvious the dream would be elusive
• First wave of startups had largely evaporated 
• Most firms had pivoted, morphed, downsized, 

vanished. 
• Mirrored by rise & fall of “Books in Browsers”



Modest successes

• Some authoring tools acquired by established firms 
– Authorea (Alberto Pepe) acquired by J. Wiley & Sons 
– Poetica (Blaine Cook) acquired by Condé Nast 
– Aerio (Ron Martinez) acquired by Ingram Books 

• New academic publishing platforms emerged
– Manifold (Univ. of Minnesota)
– Fulcrum (Univ. of Michigan) 
– Pressbooks (Hugh McGuire) 



Was failure inevitable

• Why didn’t publishing profoundly change?
• Did the innovators miss an opportunity? 
• Was publishing just too slow to innovate? 
• Was there a lack of incentives for publishers? 
• What does this mean for the future? 



An alternative scenario

Biotechnology and 
Biopharmaceuticals



Biotech: new science emerges

• DNA synthesis and sequencing, cell fusion 
• Mirrored explosion of biological sciences in edu. 
• University labs became hotly competitive
• Biotech is not a single industry but many ... 
• Anything that touches the biological world –
– Medicine, Agriculture, Veterinary science, etc. 



Biotech: a new science

• Cf. to traditional drug development, biotech 
presented radical set of changes

• Science is different: genetics not chemistry 
• Small bio molecules, not chemical compounds
• Biological synthesis drives therapeutics
• Product development extremely novel 



Explosion of firms

• Profusion of small science-based companies
• Hundreds of companies created in first 10 years
• More than US $60B in investments by 1993
• First market-making firms went public in 1980s: 
– Genentech, S. San Francisco, founded at UCSF (1980)
– Amgen, Thousand Oaks, CA, founded at UCLA (1983)



Biotech: Many barriers

• Clinical testing, FDA (drug) approval high barriers
• Significant high stakes regulatory environment 
• Scaling production and effective distribution 

difficult for small, science-based firms
• Yet returns could be huge
– HGH, TPA (Genentech) 
– Epogen (Amgen)



Partnerships emerge

• Established biopharms and biotech emerged 
in a symbiotic relationship

• Biopharm could not afford to ignore the 
science for new product development 

• Biotech needed financial reserves to manage 
drug approval, production, distribution



Managing dependence

• Wide range of partnerships emerged rapidly: 
– Research agreements
– Licensing products, tools, science
– Investments (minority stakes) 
– J.V.s 



Biopharm: learning by doing

• Managing new forms product development
• Keeping biotech as “outside” firms too costly
• Acquisition (usually post-first product launch) 
• Created subsidiaries: keeping science separate
• Few big, independent biotech firms persisted



Lessons of biotechnology

• Biotech firms did not supplant biopharma
• Biopharma was able to integrate biotech 

science and product development
• Standard techniques of integration, cooptation 

in business organization managed uncertainty
• Biopharma stabilized their industrial networks  



Industry disruption

• Once a market sector is established, hard to disrupt
• Even “disrupters” are dependent on existing norms 
• Full bore market failure only results from sudden 

“meteor strikes” e.g.:
– State (gov’t) interference 
– Rise of the Internet 
– Pandemic (COVID)



A sociology of markets

Theory and Tools



Institutionalism 

• Core concept: “Organizational Field”
• Those organizations that constitute the aggregate 

of institutional activity in a given domain. 
– Suppliers of goods and services
– Resource and product consumers 
– Regulatory agencies

American Sociological Review. “The Iron Cage Revisited: Institutional Isomorphism and 
Collective Rationality in Organizational Fields.” Paul J. DiMaggio and Walter W. Powell. Vol 
48. No 2 (Apr 1983) pp. 147-160. 



Wanting to be like you 

• Within a field like biopharma, firms look very 
similar to each other – and arc toward stable 
relationships. 

• Isomorphism tends to emerge in several ways: 
– Coercive: political influence and need for legitimacy
– Mimetic: standard responses to uncertainty or risk 
– Normative: shared professionalism, backgrounds 



Coercive isomorphism

• Pressure from other organizations on which one 
is dependent for resources 

• Governmental regulatory coercion may dictate 
similar functions and roles

• Powerful incumbent firms “set a standard” 



Mimetic processes

• Any deviation that fosters growth is copied 
• Fear of uncertainty encourages imitation 
• Mimicry often dissuades opportunities for 

significant cooperative experimentation 



Normative pressure

• Stems largely from the growth of professions 
• Professionalism acts to “smooth out” behaviors
• Everyone goes to the same universities, similar 

social (and often economic) backgrounds 
• Post education networks reinforce commonality 
• Credentialism restricts external entrants, ideas



Conceptions of Control

• A common “conception of control” emerges
• A shared perception of how the market works
• Enables officers to understand others’ actions
• Acceptable forms of competition, cooperation 
• Similarity of internal organizational structures

American Sociological Review. “Markets as Politics: A Political-Cultural Approach to Market 
Institutions.” Neil Fligstein. Vol. 61 No 4 (Aug. 1996). Pp. 656-673. 



Stability is durable

• Once stability in a market emerges, few actors 
would seek to disrupt or undermine it. 

• Incumbents may vie for market share but refrain 
from direct, potentially destructive competition

• Challengers are greeted with the same kinds of 
field behavior that initially produced stasis 



Looking to the future

Making sense of the then and now



Publishing wasn’t biotech

• Publishers had an understood and stable org. field 
• “Invaders” sought massive disruptive revolution
• Mandate for product transformation was lacking 
• Tech and publishing different professional worlds
• Consumers would have had to accept novelty 
• Would have forced much internal org. change



Compare: Amazon

• Amazon is massively disruptive – but only partly
• No fundamental new product forms were forced –

neither eBooks nor print was transformed
• B2B distribution successfully evolved by expansion
• Continued perceived merit in functional aggregation 

of book sales, licensing, use 



Holding firm

• Early 2000s web tech firms offered a solution 
to a non-evident dilemma; wasn’t accepted

• No publisher was willing to threaten market 
stability and diverge from isomorphism 

• Interestingly some open-source solutions 
found homes within low margin sectors



Resilience of Text 

• Sociology of markets and industry analysis 
suggests that the text form will be durable

• Novel forms of knowledge representation will 
emerge in neighboring org. fields 
– “Data” as publication
– Interactive simulations and modeling 
– Increasing use of abstract referents 



Edgeplay

• Publishing is an interesting market – challengers 
not likely to threaten incumbents within the field

• Neither Netflix nor Crunchyroll are likely to 
become threats to current publishers! 

• However market erosion can continue to erode 
the size of the available market 



Life on a shrinking island

• Responses to diminishing demand might ultimately 
force a risk laden reflexive spasm – but not likely

• It is still possible to build new markets – should not 
shirk from establishing new competencies

• Look for opportunities that are easily mimicable –
org. fields that grow together, grow stronger 

• Arguably audio books represent this pattern



Continued M&A

• Consumer market erosion (fewer readers) 
• Monopolistic retailers (Amazon) encourage 

horizontal mergers (S&S and PRH) 
• Few firms benefit from vertical offerings (Ingram) 
• Little disincentive not to aggregate functions
• Regulatory engagement might pre-empt? 



Book making

• Despite stresses no pressure on the “book form” 
sufficient to force market shifts in relationships

• North American, European publishers maintain  
tight org. field boundaries 

• Will they break down?? 



Thanks

• We welcome your questions! 

• pbrantley [confusing letters] ucdavis.edu
• naypinya [more confusing letters] gmail.com


